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A Word from the Chair
Welcome to this special issue of InnSpire.
It’s obviously been very limiting and frustrating for punters
and publicans alike in the current shutdown. So we have
put together this downloadable edition of InnSpire in the
hope it might cheer the hearts of ale fans in these troubled
times. We’ve included information on local brewers
delivering beer to your door. There is a feature on the
Helpers’ trip to Bang the Elephant Brewery, a fabulous
day we had just before the shutdown kicked in. A good
reminder of the fun we used to have before the pandemic,
and will again after we get past the current crisis.
On behalf of Chesterfield CAMRA, my best wishes for
health and wealth to you all, and I’ll see you on the other
side.

Darren Siseman

Please send any letters, pub news or articles
to Nick James, the editor, at:

innspireeditor@chesterfieldcamra.co.uk
(DEADLINE FOR NEXT ISSUE:
WEDNESDAY 10 JUNE)

Forthcoming CAMRA BRANCH MEETINGS

Branch meetings are suspended
during the lockdown (no online
meetings are planned). Watch out
for updates on the Chesterfield
CAMRA website.
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Local Ales During Lockdown
We are aware of four local breweries who are
providing beer deliveries and/or take-aways:
Ashover Brewery
Pick up service available for pre-ordered
mini-casks, bag-in-box and bottles. Ring
01246 251859
Brampton Brewery
Selling online, and delivering, you can
visit their website to order. The brewery
can be contacted on 01246 221680.
Drone Valley Brewery
For details of delivery service, see:
http://dronevalleybrewery.com/Shop/
Peak Ales
Open and delivering. For details see:
https://www.instagram.com/p/BpBrB1nSLN/

CHEERS!
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Bottled Beer in Chesterfield
Bottled beers are still available for take-away
during the lockdown from:
•

The Beer Parlour (405 Sheffield Road,
Whittington Moor)
•
Brimming with Beer (Patrick Hinds House,
Chesterfield Road, Brimington)
•
Real Ale Corner (415 Chatsworth Road,
Brampton)
In addition, some pubs have been/are organizing
draft beer take-aways. In all cases,

check their Facebook pages for details.
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Different Strokes for Different Folks
Tom Hanks “Cast Away” with his only friend, Wilson:

Ann’s flat, socially isolated with her only friend Wilson:
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Congratulations on finding your way to the online edition
of Innspire. Do your friends a favour and forward it to
three of them.
Who knows, it may tempt them into being curious about
that which we hold in highest esteem, nectar in a glass...
real ale.
What will history decide on? Is it The Covid Crisis, The
Troubles, The Virus Vengeance? Whatever we call it,
change is happening but I do wonder sometimes...
Apparently, panic buyers in Italy favoured pasta.
In America it was assault rifles.
Here it was toilet paper and then everything else.
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One of my less scrupulous friends couldn’t find pasta anywhere. Looking for “diversions” on the internet she found
Ann Summers were delivering and still had pasta penises
in stock. When I visited, the kids were eating elephants
trunks with pasta sauce.
In a local supermarket the beer shelves looked like this:

Round the corner they still had plenty of beer in stock...
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With little to do, other than the tasks I cant find an excuse
not to do I am watching a lot of TV, too much probably...
I see Tescbury and Morisda teaching us how to queue if
we want to eat or defacate.
I see The Chancellor froze alcohol duty and increased taxes on rolling tobacco : get pissed and smoke it neat ?
I see very sexy mature ladies advertising “single”use
knickers…
I see attractive, younger females suggesting lubrication…
I see Professor Chris Whitty on all UK TV channels:
ParaFraser: Doomed, we’re all doomed I tell ye.
Message: Eat, Drink and Be Merry, for tomorrow we die!
In Afghanistan, a few months after the Taliban were removed from power a reporter noticed that many women
were walking several paces behind their husbands.
She speculated that there could be renewed pressure on
the women to conform to Sharia law.
When she asked if this was the case the one word answer
was “landmines”
Perhaps an illustration of the old saying - it’s always the
expendables who get sent to the front line.
Looking at the number of bemused men wandering the supermarket aisles equipped with shopping list and mobile
phone I think it could be true.
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There are rumours of
Borsetshire county council
requiring
visas
at
roadblocks on the county
borders.
Apparently its not to stop
people
after
Eddie
Grundy’s
cider
but
immigrants to Ambridge the only guaranteed Covid
free place in the UK.
If music is your thing we
can help; as this is an eInnspire click on the link
for aural excitation.
https://youtu.be/JE0TGFVquvM
Before the lockdown my mate John visited in his new
brown BMW. He was looking a little odd and over coffee
he admitted he was very tired as he had been running
round all morning and had bought not only the brown
BMW but also a green Ford Focus and a blue Vauxhall
Zafira.
He told me he was really worried he might have caught
the Carowna virus.
It was reported that in the last days before the pubs were
shut one hostelry was seen to have a sign outside,

BEER SHORTAGE,
PANIC BUY HERE!
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How clean are your kitchen cupboards?
I was brought up to believe queueing is one of the British
national sports.
Things are clearly changing... we got to Sainsburys to join
the queue. A family arrived and on being asked to join the
queue the male shouted “I’ve got (unintelligible) disease
and I’m not queueing for any expletive deleted”.
He then stomped off with his family in tow.
The queue reacted very strongly with a single audible
“tut”, several people looking at the ground smiling and a
few slow shakes of the head.
How many bad hair days ? How many worse hair days to
come?
Meanwhile, on a footpath to the Chesterfield Canal,
followed the next day by "quarantine" on a nearby wall.
People who can do need to take (once a day) exercise
whilst social distancing, others may misinterpret what this
means!
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The picture above is a screenshot taken from flight radar.co.uk,
thanks chaps). An Austrian pilot ignored his own advice, left
home, drove to the airport, plotted and filed a flight plan, took off
and flew his complex route (using a lot of untaxed fuel, which of
course is environmentally unhelpful), landed and presumably
drove back home to take his own advice!
Epicurious
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Lockdown and Pub Rents
In the pub industry, rent is charged to tenants based on
the turnover of their pub. Pubs have been ordered to close
during the Covid-19 lockdown, but many pub companies
are still charging their tenants rent, or delaying collecting it
rather than cancelling it. If a pub doesn’t have any
turnover, it shouldn’t be paying any rent.
These pub companies and breweries have cancelled
rent—thank you!
Admiral Taverns
Adnams
Brains
Everards
Fullers
Gray & Sons
Hall and Woodhouse
Holdens
JC Palmer
McMullen
Robinsons
Shepherd Neame
Timothy Taylors
Wadworth
Wells and Co.
Youngs
There may be more by the time of publication. To add
your name to the email to the Big Six pub companies
asking them to do the same, go to:
https://e-activist.com/page/58766/action/1
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Novel Experiences
Although it is a novel, If Only
They Could Talk is loosely
based on real events that
happened
at
Scarsdale
Brewery. Author Ian Walker’s
father worked there between
1942 and 1961, when the
brewery office closed (two
years after the brewery itself).
Ian’s earliest memory is visiting
the brewery with him when he
was three years old. He was
also with him on the day the
office closed.
Inspiration for the novel came
three years ago when Ian
visited an exhibition about
Chesterfield’s breweries at
Chesterfield Museum. Whilst I
was there he noticed that two of the exhibits had quotes from
his father under them. He asked where they had got the
quotes from as his father died in 2006, and they told me they
had tapes of him recalling his days at the brewery. The tapes
had been made in 1990 by John Hirst as he was compiling
his book Chesterfield Breweries: the story of Brampton,
Chesterfield and Scarsdale Breweries. Ian listened to the
tapes and that started a sequence of events which eventually
led to this novel.
The book is being published by Clink Street Publishing on 28
May priced at £9.99. There will also be an ebook version for
£3.99.

Ian Walker. If Only They Could Talk.
Clink Street Publishing, 2020.
ISBN: 978-1913340278
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Miles Goodyear’s whole life has been planned out for
him. Born into a wealthy brewing family in Chesterfield
between the wars, he knows he will go to the local
grammar school, followed by St John’s College, Oxford.
After graduating, he will then follow his older brother into
the family business where he will remain until the next
generation eventually takes over when he retires.
But life - and a series of bad decisions - go against him
and, as a result, things turn out very differently from what
was originally planned.
If Only They Could Talk is the story of one man’s
reflection on his life, his failed relationships, his regrets
and his dashed hopes. It’s about someone born with so
much, who loses everything as he struggles to cope with
a changing world. Or at least that’s what his relatives are
led to believe as they clear out his house following his
death.
Gradually, the house reveals its secrets, but nothing his
relatives find there can prepare them for the final twist to
Miles’s story.
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Elephant Safari
Setting off from Chesterfield Town Hall at 10.30 on 14
March, a coach-load of volunteers from the 2020 CAMRA
Winding Wheel Festival set off for a grand day out thank
you trip to Bang the Elephant Brewery, Langley Mill. I
personally was looking forward to this, and it did not
disappoint!
Bang the Elephant were worthy winners of the Beer of the
Festival at the Winding Wheel this year, with Forward With
the Goat (Belgian Blonde, 4.6%), and it seemed entirely
appropriate that we should take our helpers to visit them,
present them their first award (I suspect of many), and
enjoy some of their fabulous beer.
Gigglemug (bitter, 4.0%), Podsnappery (pale ale, 4.0%)
and my personal favourite What Makes Larry Happy (New
Zealand pale ale, 5.2%) were put on for us all to sample,
plus some special key-keg which, delicious as it was...
well, I was past the point of remembering the name once
they cracked it open.
A big thank you to Michael Shipman and the team at Bang
the Elephant Brewing Co. This was one of the best
helpers’ trips in some time. Absolutely fabulous beer, I’d
advise anyone to make a beeline whenever it’s available!
After a very enjoyable couple of hours we headed for
further refreshment and a buffet to soak it all up at The
Bunny Hop. Thank you Simon (of Abstract Jungle fame)
for organising the buffet! I’d recommend this cracking pub
as a must stop for any pub crawl around Langley Mill.
We then had a couple of hours to wander around the other
hostelries in the area before getting picked up by the
coach for a very gentle ride back to Chesterfield.
Darren Siseman
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A Walk on the Wild Side
Two things that strike me about the Covid crisis:
The government says we are allowed out for an hour a
day for exercise, suddenly more people are exercising.
We have to queue to get into the supermarkets, more
people are thinking about food.
I combine the two as I enjoy wild food or foraging whilst
out on my exercise walks.
You are allowed to pick flowers, fruit and fungi from public
land for your own consumption.
Do not dig plants up, its illegal.
Beware the DPZ (dog pee zone).
Do not put it in your mouth without being 100%
certain what it is.And wash it first!
Apart from the daffodils there are three main yellow
flowers to watch out for at this time of year.
As you hurry past you know you are aware and observant
but they just register as flowery blobs, so let me help pull
them into focus.
Lesser celandine
Dandelion
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Coltsfoot

When I have my foraging head on I split my finds into four
categories:
Ambulant snacking - grab it, eat it on the go.
This is good - pick to take home and cook.
Survival food.
Everything else.
Lesser Celandine as in the picture is the smallest of the
three flower heads. It forms dense green mats of leaves
with star-like flowers rising out of the mat. DO NOT eat it
raw. The leaves are edible cooked but the treasure is at
the end of the growing season, pea sized starchy tubers
growing in the roots. Pretty, but a survival food.
Coltsfoot is one of very few plants in the UK where the
flowers appear first, die off, and then the leaves emerge.
The plant is not edible—well, not really, but if you insist
there are recipes for homemade wine using the yellow
petals. Not however likely, as the first rule of foraging is “if
anyone can see that you have been picking you have
taken too much”. Coltsfoot rarely grows in enough
abundance to collect sufficient flower heads to try. It does
however have two other uses. If you go to the sweetshop
in Bakewell (you know the one I mean, if not you really
want to go and find it) they will sell you coltsfoot rock. It is
brittle and tastes like coltsfoot - as in unique. I have never
had a whiff of a recipe for it and as it is a treat I don’t mind
buying it. Other uses are as part of herbal smoking
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mixture, and it is the main ingredient in most of those
available in the UK. If you are an outdoorsy type it is not
unknown to scrape the felty underside off the leaves to
use as tinder in fire-starting.
The plant got its name from the shape of the leaf.
Apparently the leaf is the same shape as the foot (or hoof)
of a young horse (or colt).
Left:
Young
coltsfoot
leaf
Right:
Dandelion
leaves

Dandelion, if you need help identifying this one please ask
anyone to point it out. Pick away, wearing rubber gloves,
as the sap stains. Rush home, remove the yellow petals
from the sepals (posh word for the green bit underneath)
and use them to make a wonderful wine or just use them
in cooking. I wowed the W.I. with dandelion drop scones
but anything that doesn’t need long cooking is fine,
pancakes, sponge buns etc. The roots can be roasted for
something not entirely unlike coffee, but the piece de
resistance is a dandelion pot.
In mediaeval times one of the major sources of income for
the monasteries was carp. The monks would farm the fish
and then move them to where they were needed through
ditches and dykes. There is evidence of carp being moved
in this way (by the ton) from near Glastonbury through the
Somerset levels all the way to Wales. Apparently the fish
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was best cooked with the leaves of dandelion and I was
privileged to hold and examine a dandelion pot. It was
about 16 inches, across about 10 inches tall, and the
simple design was upside down. It was plain clay with a
drainage hole in the base.
However, dandelions were not grown in it. Evidently yon
monk would go out into the field with a bucket of horse
muck and find a young dandelion. He would then place a
ring of horse muck around the plant, water it and invert
the pot over it. Two weeks later he would return, lift the
pot and find it filled with blanched dandelion leaves.
Apparently the slightly bitter flavour went perfectly with the
carp meat. So experiment away with a bucket!
If you look closely at the picture marked ‘Dandelion
leaves’ you will see there are in fact two dandelions
growing next to each other. One with deeply indented
leaves and the other with more rounded and less spikey
leaves. Just like garden plants, wild plants come in many
cross breeds and species. There are about 40 species
indigenous to the UK with (give or take) 240 species
identified as growing here. If you decide to play with the
idea of a dandelion pot use a plant with the most rounded
leaves you can find, they are less bitter.
If you would like a one-to-one foraging walk (for
which I would normally charge £60) look at the picture
marked ‘Lesser celandine’ (you may need to zoom
in!).
There are four other plants growing in that picture.
Identify any two of them (hint, one is edible) and the
winner, pulled out of a hat, gets to go out with The
Wild Food Walker on a personalised foraging walk as
soon as possible after the lockdown ends.
Good luck! Answers to:
thewildfoodwalker@yahoo.co.uk
Closing time: Midnight, Sunday 31 May 2020.
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Bottled Belgian Beers (with a bit of Celtic!)
While not claiming to be an authority, and aware
that there are those more qualified for the task,
here is a brief appreciation of Belgian beers
available in the UK.
In my opinion, there is little reason to consider the
‘draft’ beers available here. The widely lauded
‘Stella Artois’ made at Leuven was found at a
taste test at a CAMRA national beer festival to be
even worse than the fake made in England.
Any visitor to Belgium who is interested in beer
will find something to impress him or her. It’s not
just a matter of swallowing pint after pint of
weasel watter, rather one of tasting what you’re
drinking and stopping before you fall over.
I like Duvel beer, strong,
hoppy and tasty in 33cl
bottles, and its big sibling,
Duvel Tripel Hop, which has
an extra dose of Citra hops.

Chouffe beers made in
Belgian Ardennes, blonde
and McChouffe Scotch are
worth the effort of finding in
33 or 70 cl bottles.
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St Feuillen produces some
excellent beers, my favourite
being the dark, rich tripel.
Something
completely
different
is
Karmeleit Tripel,
brewed with three
different
malts
and very tasty.
One of my favourites beers in
Belgium is in fact an Irish beer,
exported from Dublin to Antwerp,
where it is
bottled
as
‘Special
Export’
Guinness.
Like all the
beers
listed
here,
it’s
available from
various online
retailers.
All these beers are around 9% alcohol so more
suitable for sipping than for swilling.
Many are available at our local beer shops (or will
be when the quarantine is lifted), and some may
be found at supermarkets.
Many local breweries (eg Ashover and Brampton)
will supply bottled beers and ‘mini kegs’.
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Beer and Veganism
At the branch’s meeting to review of the 2020 Winding
Wheel beer festival the issue of beers suitable for vegans
was mentioned. The issue of not endorsing animal
products is an ethical decision. Currently this issue is in
the media and to some seen as ‘trendy’. This is not the
first, or last, time this will be the case.
Veganism in the strictest sense is not consuming an
animal or animal by-product. This brings us to beer and
the use of animal products. Many will know that the
addition of finings is the main issue. Finings are used to
give beer clarity. They often consist of a product called
isinglass, which is essentially fish bladder, and thus an
animal by-product. If finings, or an alternative, are not
used the beer may be cloudy/hazy, i.e. not clear.
As a vegetarian who has not eaten animal products such
as meat or fish for over 30 years I take an interest in such
matters.
Some breweries advertise that they do not use animal
based products, notably Guinness. For a definitive list of
vegan beers check out:
http://www.barnivore.com/beer?region=England
There are 1072 beers listed, therefore sourcing, and
listing, vegan beers may not be a problem for next year’s
festival.
The following Derbyshire breweries
listed: Amber Ales, Buxton, Eyam,
Thornbridge, Torrside, Tollgate. Also
websites indicate that vegan beers
Bentley Brook and Matlock Wolds.

have vegan beers
Peak Ales, Shiny,
the breweries’ own
are available from

Please check Barnivore or the brewery’s own website for
specific beers.
Steve Monaghan March 2020.
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The fact that in normal circumstances
you may well be reading this while
enjoying a pint of real ale in your local
pub is largely down to the efforts of
CAMRA.
Founded in 1971 by four men from the
north-west who were disillusioned by
the domination of the UK beer market
by a handful of companies pushing
products of low flavour and quality onto the consumer.
CAMRA is an independent voluntary organisation
campaigning for real ale and cider, community pubs and
consumer rights.
Today CAMRA has over 190,000 members worldwide,
and is one of Europe’s most successful consumer
campaigns. So why not join today, and become part of a
highly effective organisation?
Well, you may say, in that case the battle must be over –
there’s no need to join. But local pubs continue to
disappear at an alarming rate, and the battle is far from
over.
From as little as £26.50 a year (less than a pint a
month!) you’ll receive a quarterly copy of BEER
magazine and a monthly colour newspaper, What’s
Brewing. There are also discounts on books and on
entry to around 200 beer festivals, as well as various
holidays and other attractions.

JOIN
US!

Various pubs also offer discounts to CAMRA
members, and each year you’ll receive £30 worth of
real ale, cider and perry vouchers.
Most importantly, by joining CAMRA you’ll be
helping to make sure that you will still be enjoying
real ale in years to come!
Join online at camra.org.uk OR complete the form on the
back page OR contact:
membershipsecretary@chesterfieldcamra.co.uk
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